Eurotech

Eurotech is a multinational company that
designs, develops and supplies Edge Computers and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions
– complete with services, software and
hardware – to system integrators and enterprises. By adopting Eurotech solutions,
customers have access to IoT building
blocks and software platforms, to Edge
Gateway to enable asset monitoring and to
High Performance Edge Computers (HPEC)
conceived also for Artificial Intelligence (AI)
applications. To offer increasingly complete
solutions, Eurotech has activated partnerships with leading companies in their field
of action, thus creating a global ecosystem
that allows it to create “best in class” solutions for the Industrial Internet of Things.
Learn more about Eurotech at www.eurotech.com.

IoT, Device Management and High Performance Edge Computing (HPEC):
Preliminary lessons from COVID-19.
As the world braces for the continued impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, every industry is under test. What can be learned
from the challenges they face? A few broad lessons are already emerging.

Advanet

Advanet, a member of Eurotech Group,
develops and manufactures a broad range
of industrial equipment to support social infrastructure, such as medical devices,semiconductor manufacturing and transportation equipment, which are embedded as
their core product. The reliability that is
strongly required for such equipment can
only be realized because of Advanet’s integrated system, from proposal through the
development, production and the ongoing
support capabilities. The advantage of Advanet is that it combines the philosophy of
manufacturing, which has been forged in
the Japanese market, and the global market competitiveness acquired as a member
of the Eurotech Group, in a unique value
proposition.
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Telemedicine is here to stay
Telemedicine is the delivery of medical care and
information through communications technologies, sensors and applications close to the patients. Over the last weeks, hospitals, emergency rooms and doctors are receiving thousands
of patients, putting the structures and the workers under huge stress.
Telemedicine can alleviate their strain by offering a way to easily get in touch and check
the status of milder symptoms, so cutting the
number of people in the facilities and facilitating
the management of the physical resources at
location.
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Telemedicine does not mean only video conferencing software, but it needs sensors and systems or devices that can gather physical data
from the patient, process and monitor them,
and securely send a comprehensible result to
the doctor or the health institution.

These systems or devices will need highly specialized maintenance in order to ensure safety, privacy
and the correct functioning of such a delicate and important device.
Eurotech’s Everyware IoT provides state-of-the-art built-in security at all levels.
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In March telehealth visits in USA surged 50%, according to a research from Frost and Sullivan, and
telemedicine providers are reporting a spike in video requests to more than 15,000 per day. They
estimate a total amount of telehealth visits to go up to 900 million in 2020. Providers of telemedicine
are consequently seeing a substantial increase of their market stocks.
It is very likely that the need of “social distancing” will continue for long time after this COVID-19, and
experts are also expecting this crisis to shape the future of human interactions. Telemedicine seems
to be in the right position to accommodate the forthcoming “new normal”.

“Device Management” ensures “social distancing” and safe
Business Continuity
One of the main benefits of the Internet of Things (IoT) is the possibility to allow remote control of the
field assets (i.e. device management), IT and OT working together in synergy to allow machines to be
always connected and managed from remote.
Before COVID-19 “device management” was given a secondary priority in an IoT project, with more
importance assigned to dashboarding and data visualization. Instead, this pandemic is showing how
fundamental and top priority “device management” is. Manufacturers all around the world are stopping their operations to stop the spread of the virus, and with only a segment of the labor force able
to work from home, businesses are plunging, and the global economy is facing another crisis. This
becomes even more serious within health-care facilities where workers are more exposed to environmental risks, putting their health in danger.
IoT Device Management, such as that provided built-in by Eurotech Everyware Cloud, allows workers
to operate from remote, using VPN and keeping the “social distancing”. Business managers can
constantly analyze data and statistics of the production, while workers can monitor the status of the
machines, apply updates-over-the-air (OTA) and do their job in all safety. Moreover, REST APIs allow
companies to decide to create new tools, in every moment, to better manage every situation, and all
from remote. Device Management allows companies to keep their production, or part of it, in every
social and economic contingency. Health-care workers will be able to do their job, or part of it, from
remote without being exposed to environmental risks, such as an epidemic, and ensure the normal
functioning of essential devices that save lives.
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Robotics and AI will be increasingly adopted in public health
management
In a recent article published on Science, experts of Robotics and AI confirm the importance of remote
management for business continuity:
The COVID-19 outbreak has introduced a fourth area: continuity of work and maintenance of socioeconomic functions. COVID-19 has affected manufacturing and
the economy throughout the world. This highlights the need for more research into
remote operation for a broad array of applications requiring dexterous manipulation—from manufacturing to remotely operating power or waste treatment plants.
The also see robots not only as an effective resource in combating COVID-19, but also a great opportunity for the future of public health management:
In the case of clinical care, areas of specific importance include disease prevention, diagnosis and screening, and patient care and disease management.
All above mentioned tasks could be handled using robots that can be manipulated remotely by specialized workers or be totally autonomous using Artificial Intelligence (AI) embedded in the robots
itself. Here after some real-world examples.
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In Hong Kong self-driving robots are used in the International Airport to clean public areas using
UV light and air sterilizer to kill germs as part of its measures to protect against the spread of
COVID-19.
In Italy and China, two of the most impacted countries by pandemic, robots are being used in hospitals and medical facilities to reduce the direct contact between doctors and patients. This helps
not only medical workers to stay safe while doing their job, but also to avoid wasting resources,
such as face masks.
In Wuhan, self-driving sanitizing robots spray disinfectant throughout the streets of the city.
In Japan, the worldwide capital of Robotics, robots are already used in elderly care houses to help
a chronic labor shortage, they help with heavy daily duties, and for social and mental exercises.

The use cases for robotics and AI in management of public health are increasingly important
and high in numbers.

COVID-19 could be a catalyst for developing robotic systems that can be
rapidly deployed with remote access by experts and essential service providers without the need of traveling to front lines.

More computational capabilities will be required at the
“edge”
More technically speaking, all the above require high computational performances, reliability,
connectivity and durability in systems and devices that need to be efficient in terms of energy
consumption and reduced in size. Useful Artificial Intelligence that can be used to save lives
needs to run without latency and embedded in a system that can handle all its needs in terms
of power consumption and heat dissipation.
High Performance Edge Computers (HPEC) can be the fundamental brick for the technologies of the future. It brings HPC from data center to field applications, which means reducing
space, weight and power absorption, increasing resistance, robustness and reliability while
maintaining the same advanced computational performance and energy efficiency.
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